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Abstract  
In the present study, representative, multilingual Korean study materials (① dictionaries and grammar books, ② 
conversation books, and ③  mixed-language literature data having Korean, Japanese [Chinese characters, kana 
characters], or Latin alphabet body or example sentences among separate volume books) were defined as “multilingual 
literature data” and traced for locate and classify the data. In addition, representative literature data extracted from the 
foregoing materials were analyzed to elucidate the value of the multilingual study materials as data relating to new 
printing types. Through checking the new printing types based on the historical meanings and completeness of the type 
typefaces and the characteristics of their elements, eight Ming-style printing types, and two Gothic types were selected as 
representative printing types. The representative printing types were analyzed by focusing on the external characteristics 
such as the typeface design policies, the typeface types, changes in the ratios and weights of the typefaces, changes in 
printing type sizes, and whether the printing types had been changed, and the results were summarized. In particular, ten 
Korean printing types that were uncovered through the survey of representative literature data were identified as 
sufficiently valuable data to use as the key basic data for the study of modern, Korean type-printing histories, typeface 
development, and education. 
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1 Preface 
Among the Korean type-printing studies, typeface studies 
have mainly addressed copper types in the Joseon Dynasty and 
it is apparent that there have been no studies of new, modern 
types. In Japan, typeface studies have also mainly addressed 
wooden types in modern times, and a study conducted by 
Gomiyama Hirosi titled “The propagation of Ming-style 
printing types in Japan and their modification,” which 
extracted 216 sample characters from number 5 Ming-style 
printing types, and traced the changes in their typefaces for 14 
years is the only analysis of modern, new types from the 19th 
century. These studies were only conducted from the 
within-country viewpoint—Korea or Japan—and they lack the 
viewpoint that modern printing types are an extension of 
European and American printing histories and technologies. It 
is not difficult to imagine that Chinese character typefaces 
made in Europe were integrated into Shanghai, and propagated 
to Japan and Korea. Korean typefaces were also studied in 
Europe in the early 19th century, and new Korean printing 
types made in Shanghai and Japan were used in the 
publication of multilingual study materials at the end of the 
19th century. These new printing types greatly contributed to 
making the prototypes of fonts for body sentences thereafter. 
However, to the best of the author's knowledge, tracking, or 
analysis of the discovery of, and changes in the typefaces have 
not yet been conducted. In the present study, first, the 
background of the production of these Korean study materials 
and their characteristics as printing type data will be examined, 
and then the changes in the shapes, and the development of 
these Korean typefaces over time will be reviewed. 
In the present study, the importance of typeface studies in 
modern Korean printing types will be highlighted and the 
history of modern Korean type printing will be reorganized 
through the “Korean typewriter typeface study” and “The 
study of printing types in multilingual dictionaries”; studies 
that have been previously undertaken by this author. 
 
 
2 Purpose of the study 
Korean printing types began to be used in the 15th century as 
characters for vertical writing and typesetting, and they have 
been changed into printing types for use when characters for 
horizontal writing and combinations were required, because of  
the tools, and the Western writing culture. In particular, the 
typefaces developed in the period where vertical writing and 
typesetting were required are naturally different from current 
typefaces in terms of their size and width. The issue centers on 
determining what was lost and what was added when the 
typefaces were put into rectangular bodies. In cases where the 
composition of the typefaces with united images was expected, 
typefaces were designed based on existing writing styles 
(brush writing).  
These materials can be said to have symbolism in terms of 
practical study materials that can be used to represent the 
period known as the Enlightenment. In addition, these 
materials are used in studies of how weights were set when 
glyphs that were not common such as Korean letters and 
Chinese characters, Korean and English letters, or Korean 
letters, or Chinese characters and English letters were mixed, 
how the weights of letters of different densities were set, how 
type sizes were set and adjusted, how text sizes were 
determined, and how typefaces that are essential in printing 
types have been changed. These studies extract common 
features and differences in the designs of different typefaces 
by analyzing printing data. The purpose of the present study is 
to discover typefaces that are necessary for these analyses of 
typefaces and to organize the results as basic data. 
 
 
3 Selection of representative literature data 
Korean changed around 560 years ago with the invention of 
the Hangul alphabet in 1446, developed from the geometric 
flow when considering the effects of writing tools and writing 
forms. The letter forms at the time of invention began with 
geometric characteristics so that they could be distinguished 
from the printed style of writing of Chinese characters. The 
formative characteristics of Korean mean that changes in 
vertical widths are relatively diverse compared to changes in 
horizontal widths and, thus, it is easier to apply vertical 
combinations to Korean script. 
However, to study Ming-style printing types and Gothic types 
that are mainly used in typefaces for texts dedicated to 
horizontal combinations, books in print that were made 
between the late 19th century and the early 20th century using 
new lead types with a high degree of completion were selected 
as representative literature data and were classified 
accordingly.  
The seven books that have been analyzed are the “Corean 
Primer” (1877), “Introduction to Korean” (1880), 
“Korean-French Dictionary” (1880), “The Korean Annotation 
of the New Testament St. Mark‟s Gospel” (1885), “Korean 
Grammar” (1887), “The New Linguist or Conversations in 
Japanese, Corean and English” (1892), “Type Specimen Book 
Korean No. Five” (1909). 
 
 
4 Meaning and analysis of typographics 
(1) Corean Primer (1877)  
This was the first Korean conversation teaching material. Roth 
published the Corean Primer, which is Korean grammar and 
conversation teaching material, in 1877.  
 
Characteristics of typesetting 
This book contains of the first, horizontal, one-column, 
English/Korean mixed typesetting in Korea and consists of 89 
pages. The text consists of one line of Korean words, followed 
by a line of the sounds of the Korean words written in English, 
and a line of interpretations of the Korean words in English by 
a native English speaker in order of precedence. The dialect of 
Hamgyeong-do was used for the Korean words. 
 
Characteristics of the typefaces 
The typefaces expressed a strong image of the printed style of 
brush writing for Chinese characters with thick horizontal and 
vertical lines. The number of types made and used in a column 
to introduce Korean was 35 and the type size was number 4 
(4.81 ㎜). The original drawings of the types were made by 
Lee Eung-Chan and the types were made by the American 
Presbyterian Mission Press in Shanghai. As types for texts, 
types numbers 3, 2, and 1 were made using the original 
drawings from three people. A characteristic of the typefaces 
is that divisible types of „ㅇ’ were used in types containing 
„ㅇ’ after overall printing. The division system was a very 
reasonable attempt that was necessary in order to exert the 
characteristics (mobilization) of types that enabled the creation 
of numerous words and sentences by freely combining a small 
number of elements. 
 
Figure 1: Characters Formed by the Divisible Type 
 
(2) Introduction to Korean (1880) 
This was the first modern Korean study material to tackle 
Western grammar by explaining and phonologically analyzing 
the Hangul alphabet, focusing on grammar and basic 
vocabularies for Japanese speakers. The volumes, I and II of 
the Good Neighbor Conversation (善隣通語), published in the 
same year, can be said to be a conversational study material 
placing more emphasis on the practical aspects of language 
management. These books were succeeded by Essence in 
Associating with Neighbors (交隣須知, 1883). In particular, 
these books can be said to be a systematic study material 
developed through considering the possibility of learning 
Korean in the order of letters→words→grammar→sentences.  
 
Characteristics of typesetting 
This book was developed by the American Presbyterian 
Mission Press using horizontally mixed English and Korean 
typesetting. Hosako Sigekatz from Yamaguchi-ken, who was 
an officer in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, bought types 
from the Tskitsi Printing House and used the types in 
publishing the Introduction to Korean in July 1880 and the 
Essence in Associating with Neighbors in January 1881. The 
size of the book is 140 mm wide and 235 mm long. The entire 
book consists of 52 sheets in total, comprised of 51 sheets of 
the Gospel According to Luke, and one sheet of a glossary, 
having the nature of an appendix. At the bottom center of each 
page is a Chinese character as a serial number. The 52 sheets 
total 104 pages. Each page has 14 lines vertically arranged and 
28 letters (including the spaces for the beginning of 
paragraphs) have been printed on each line. Since each page 
contains 392 (28 letters x 14 lines) letters, the number of 
letters printed in the 102 pages of the text of the Gospel 
According to Luke is as large as 39,984. Using the same types, 
the 89 pages in this book were increased to 101 pages and the 
book was republished in June 1882 under the title Corean 
Speech with Grammar and Vocabulary.  
 
Characteristics of the typefaces 
The types were of the printed style of writing made using the 
original drawings by Lee Eung-Chan and the size of the types 
was number 4 (5 ㎜). The feminine and soft feeling of 
Ming-style printing types and the straightforward and strong 
feeling of Gothic types can be seen. Currently, there are few 
fonts that are intermediate types between Ming-style printing 
types and the Gothic type, even among digital fonts. In the 
case of English letters, these types resemble the font called 
Egyptian. These typefaces are thought to be important for 
detailed studies of how the contrasting elements of the two 
fonts were compromised.  
The fact that divisible types were applied to initial consonants 
and medial vowels in these types should also be reviewed in 
detail. In particular, the feeling of brush writing can be seen 
from the initial consonants ㅈ and ㅅ, and the medial vowels 
ㅣ and ㅡ. In the text, Japanese letters were written on the 
right side, Korean letters were written in the center, and the 
reading of the Korean letters was shown in Katakana on the 
left side. 
 
(3) Dictionnaire Coréen-Français (1880) 
This was the first Korean multilingual dictionary to have been 
published, with a mixture of Korean letters, the Roman 
alphabet, and Chinese characters. Types for horizontal 
combinations were developed and utilized, and the degree of 
formative completion was high. Led by Felix Clair Ridel 
(1830-1884), the dean of the sixth Catholic Joseon parish, and 
missionary Eugene Jean George Coste (1842-1896), and with 
the help of Cerf Levy, the publisher of the newspaper L‟Echo 
du Japon (1870-1885), the French Consulates in Japan and 
missionaries of Missions Etrangeres de Paris (MEP), this book 
began its journey toward publication by using the original 
drawings of Korean letters drawn by Choi Ji-Hyeok (John) 
from early 1878 in the Hirano Printing House in Yokohama 
and was completed around the end of 1879.  
 
Characteristics of typesetting 
This book was designed with two horizontal columns of mixed 
languages consisting of an introduction, a body, and an annex, 
and was a large dictionary, having as many as 694 pages in a 
book the size of 46. The introduction presents introductory 
remarks and explanations of Korean culture in French. The 
body, in 615 pages, presents Korean words in the order of the 
Roman alphabet and indicates the pronunciations of the words 
in the Latin alphabet at the sides of the words, together with 
Chinese characters. The meanings of the words are indicated 
in French. This book contains approximately 110,000 Korean 
words. 
 
Characteristics of the typefaces 
The Korean printed style of writing with number 5 types (3.6 
㎜) was used. The introduction column introduces 11 vowel 
letters first, followed by 14 consonant letters. As to the 
characteristics of vowel letters, it can be seen that the 
horizontal stroke of ‘ㅏ’ moved to the center in certain 
typefaces (완, 왕) with many strokes, and moved down in 
other typefaces (ㅤ,나,다,라,마,바,사,아,와) with fewer 
strokes. The stroke „ㅣ’ of ㅜ, ㅠ, ㅗ, ㅛ was expressed as 
being long. In particular, the stroke ㅡ in the middle of „왕, 
파’, etc. was emphasized by raising the right side to make a 
diagonal line. The characteristics of the consonant letters are 
that the topknot of the stroke „ㅇ’ sticks out high and the 
initial consonant letter strokes such as „ㄱ’, „ㅅ’, „ㅊ’ are 
emphasized by raising the left end. Since different typefaces 
were used, although these are the same types, it can be seen 
that missing types were urgently procured from other 
engravers. 
In particular, these types can be found in publications of 
dictionaries, grammar books, and bibles such as the Korean 
Dictionary (1881), Korean-English Dictionary (1890), The 
Complete New Testament (1900), Unabridged Korean-English 
Dictionary (1936), and the Korean-Chinese Complete New 
Testament (1906). 
Figure 2: Patchimu characters (final consonants).Characters 
Formed by the Divisible Type 
 
(4)Korean Annotation of the Complete Gospel 
According to St. Mark in the New Testament (1885) 
Lee Su-Jeong (1842?∼1887), who was requested to translate 
the Bible into Korean in 1882 by the first minister of the First 
Presbyterian Church in Yokohama, was the first Korean 
protestant to be baptized in Japan. He worked as a Korean 
language teacher in the Tokyo Foreign Language School and 
served as a pioneer in the translation of the Bible into Korean. 
Model types were made by type engraver Dakekuchi 
Showtaro of the Japan Tsukichi Letterpress Plate Manufactory 
using his original drawings, and the Korean Annotation of the 
Complete Gospel According to St. Mark in the New Testament 
was published in 1885 in Yokohama. 
These types were the printed style of writing type number 4 
(4.82 ㎜), which is one of the most frequently used in the 
period of new types. These typefaces can be easily found in 
printed matter in many areas, regardless of the genres of the 
printed publications. These Hangul types were continuously 
used in publication including in the first Korean, Japanese, and 
English mixed multilingual book in Japan, the Meiji 
Dictionary (1885), in the first pure Korean newspaper in 
Korea the Hanseong Weekly (1886), in the first newspaper 
advertisement, in the first pure Korean private newspaper the 
Independence Newspaper (1897), and in the Dongmun New 
Dictionary (1910), and were the most widely disseminated 
until after the liberation. However, based on the results of 
surveys conducted by this author, the Korean Annotation of 
the Complete Gospel According to St. Mark in the New 
Testament was published in February 1885 and was widely 
disseminated in areas around Busan, Korea from April of the 
same year. However, the multilingual Meiji Dictionary was 
published in May 1885. Eventually, the production of these 
types was led by Minister Loomis of the Japanese branch of 
the American Bible Society (ABS). These types were also 
used in the publication of the multilingual Dongmun New 
Dictionary (1910) for the Qing Dynasty, in Japan, and Korea. 
 
Characteristics of typesetting 
The format was for vertical typesetting and the Bible was 
translated into a mixture of Korean and Chinese characters by 
using Chinese characters for only some important words. The 
reading of the Chinese character was shown in Hangul next to 
each Chinese character, with efforts made in terms of being 
faithful to the phonetic values of Greek.  
The word “Jesus Christ” was followed by the relevant Chinese 
characters. When a sentence ended completely, „ㅇ’ was 
inserted. Types that were particularly high in the degree of 
completion were ㅤ, 으, 로, 만, 의, 여, 라, 을, 물, and 
보. 
 
Characteristics of the typefaces 
As a characteristic of the entire set of types, the nature of the 
brush writing styles is clearly shown.  
As the design used entire virtual bodies, these typefaces look 
more stable than other typefaces of the same size. Among the 
components of the typefaces used first, the consonant letters 
(ㄴ, ㄷ, ㄹ) were raised at the end of their horizontal lines. 
The topknots and serifs of „ㅇ’. „ㅣ’, etc. were designed to be 
relatively small. ㄱ, ㅈ, ㅅ, and ㅊ were designed to have 
large left ends of diagonal lines. The consonant letters (ㅈ, ㅅ, 
ㅋ) were intentionally designed to have thick vertical lines to 
match the vertical vowel letter „ㅣ’. On the contrary, the 
horizontal vowel letter „ㅡ’ was expressed to be thin and was 
intentionally raised at the right end. 
To give a sense of unity to stroke processing, initial 
consonants (ㄱ, ㄴ, ㄷ, ㄹ, ㅁ, ㅅ, ㅈ, ㅎ, ㅇ) were 
generally designed in patterns such as 구, 주, 두, 수, 누, 
우, 루, and 후. The center of gravity of the reference line was 
placed in the center. 
Figure 3: Lee Su-Jeong:s Characters Formed by the Square 
Type 
 
(5) Korean Grammar (1887) 
James Scott (1850-1920) came to Korea as a UK diplomat and 
he published his book two times during his stay in Korea. The 
first edition was published by Shanghai: Statistical 
Department of the Inspectorate General of Customs in 1887. 
The second edition was published by Seoul: English Church 
Mission Press in 1893. Scott indicated that he referred to a 
Korean-French dictionary written by a French missionary and 
a book of Roth to study Korean in order to publish this book. 
 
Characteristics of typesetting 
This book is composed of two parts. The first part is 
Introductory Grammar and the second part is Colloquial 
Phrases: Exercises.  
The grammar part contains 241 pages of horizontal mixed 
language forms in two columns. One line of Korean types was 
matched with two lines of English types. The colloquial 
phrase part consists of pages of horizontal mixed language 
forms in one column that are comprised of sets of four lines; 
one Korean sentence followed by pure Korean pronunciations 
of the relevant English sentence, an English sentence that 
translates the Korean sentence word for word, and, finally, an 
English sentence translating the Korean sentence using native 
grammar in order of precedence in the lower lines.  
 
Characteristics of typefaces 
The typefaces are the Korean printed style of writing types for 
texts with horizontal typesetting number 3 (6.52 ㎜). In this 
book, Scott introduces how Korean has two kinds of 
typefaces: print letters and script letters. The characteristics of 
the typefaces include, as long types, types where ㅅ, ㅊ, etc. 
are used, and they are intentionally expressed with long left 
sides of horizontal strokes; types of the consonant letters ㄴ, 
ㄷ, and ㄹ, and vowel letters ㅡ, ㅗ, and ㅢ type, which 
were intentionally designed to have upward pointing right 
sides of horizontal strokes; and a strong intention to match the 
reference line with the right pillar of the long right medial 
vowel letters „ㅣ, ㅏ,ㅓ, ㅕ, and ㅔ’ so that the types could 
only be used for vertical combinations. 
As for these types, number 5 types were completed first, using 
the original drawings of Choi Ji-Hyeok for the Korean-French 
Dictionary (韓佛字典, 1880) and the Korean Sentence 
Dictionary (韓語文典, 1881), and some number 3 types were 
made later for titles, and these books were published by a 
French newspaper publishing company. The number 3 types 
were completed at the end of 1880 and were used to publish 
The Lord’s Prayers (天主聖敎功課, 1881) in the printing that 
had been newly prepared in the basement of the Tokyo 
Tsukichi Letterpress. Some of the number 5 types of Choi 
Ji-Hyeok were used for the endings of the text. However, 
when the number 5 and number 3 types were reviewed based 
on their external shapes and characteristics of spatial 
composition, it was concluded that those types were made by 
completely different people.  
Figure 4: The number 3 types, characters Formed by the 
Square Type 
 
After completion, these types were used to publish 
Seong-chal-gi-ryak (1882), Seong-gyo-jeol-yo (1883), 
Cheon-dang-jik-ro (1884), Seong-gyo-yo-ri-mun-dap (1886), 
and Ju-gyo-yo-ji (1886), etc. In particular, in the case of the 
Korean types appearing in the Literal Translation of the Bible 
(聖經直解, 1892-1897), number 1 types were used in the text, 
and number 3 types were used in annotations in two lines 
below the number 1 types. Number 5 types were used in 
captions above page numbers. According to the results of the 
analysis, these three sizes of typefaces were the typical printed 
style of writing typefaces with a high degree of completion 
and were made from the same model types that could be seen 
at the end of the 19th century when the more balanced brush 
writing made using the same model types was introduced.  
 
(6)The New Linguist or Conversations in Japanese, 
Corean, and English (1892) 
This was a Korean study material published in 1892 by 
Okamoto Hobunkan in Osaka. This book has an English name, 
„The Akamine's New Linguist, and The New Linguist or 
Conversations in Japanese, Corean and English‟ are written on 
its cover. The author is Akamine Seichi, who was a 
newspaperman from Gumamoto. Although this author‟s 
detailed biography has not been written, it is known that he 
studied abroad in San Francisco for five years from 1880, and 
that he acted as an expert on the USA when in Japan while 
working as the chief editor of the New Literature, founded in 
1893.  
This book consists of two volumes: parts I and II. The 
contents regarding Korean in this book were written with the 
help of two Koreans: Lee Jung-Won and Hyeon Chae. These 
two people were also involved in the process of production of 
the Japanese-Korean Conversation Book (日韓通話, 1893). In 
particular, the fact that Hyeon Chae, who is known to be the 
best translator in the period of the Enlightenment, participated 
in the production of Korean study materials, warrants 
attention. 
 
Characteristics of typesetting 
This book has three vertical columns of multilingual mixed 
language content, indicating the degree of completion of the 
typesetting technology at that time. Although the method to 
indicate pronunciation of Korean sentences in katakana was 
adopted in Good Neighbor Conversation (善隣通語, 1881), 
reviewed above, this book is considered to be the first with 
Korean texts that are composed of dialogue-style questions 
and answers. In this sense, this book can also be said to have 
occupied an important position as a modern study material. 
The basic composition is in the form of Korean sentences 
written in Hangul, with added pronunciation in katakana, 
together with the meanings of the relevant sentences written in 
English and Japanese. 
The first column had Korean types with additional Japanese 
katakana endings, the second column was the text and had 
Chinese characters with additional katakana endings on the 
right side, and Hangul, with additional katakana endings on 
the left side, and the third column had English sentences with 
additional katakana endings on the right side, and Japanese 
sentences with additional katakana endings on the left side. 
 
Characteristics of typefaces 
The degrees of completion of the types were generally high 
and the types were spatially well distributed. As Korean types, 
printed style of writing type numbers 2, 5, and 6, and divisible 
type (a mixture of printed style of writing types and Gothic 
types) number 4 were used. As Chinese character types, type 
numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were used. As English types, modern 
Roman type points 24 and 12 were used.  
In general, Korean type initial consonant letters had varying 
thicknesses depending on the direction of writing. ㅈ, ㅅ, and 
ㅋ, etc. were intentionally designed to have thick vertical lines 
so that these could match with the vertical vowel letter „ㅣ’. 
On the contrary, the horizontal vowel letter „ㅡ’ was 
expressed as thin and was intentionally raised at the right end. 
In particular, the dynamics of stroke „ㅣ’ had directivity and, 
thus, a sense of natural writing was alive in this text. The ends 
of the strokes show a trace of sharp brush writing. 
(7) Type Specimen Book No. Five: Issue Statements 
Korean (1909) 
This is the only existing first specimen book of the new, 
Ming-style Korean printing types. The type specimen book 
Type Specimen Book No. Five: Issue Statements Korean was 
published by Letterpress Hatsu-da Manufactory and 
introduces typefaces (shaped type) that are the closest to the 
Ming style (Serif typefaces) currently used on computers.  
 
Figure 5: The number 5 types, characters Formed by the 
Square Type and Divisible Type 
 
Characteristics of typesetting 
The composed type specimen book introduces a total of 2,127 
characters consisting of 1,743 “all form characters” and 384 
“custom characters.” The number of characters applied to 
Korean completion type codes before Unicode characters is 
2,350. This book introduces custom characters divided into 
“the body of a custom character,” “patchimu characters of the 
last part (consonants),” ”patchimu characters of the middle 
part (consonants),” and “bi-sectional patchimu characters 
(consonants).” The purpose of these custom character types is 
to reasonably divide patchimu characters, which are final 
consonants, so that they can be used in type combinations. 
This specimen book consists of a total of 18 pages and the last 
page introduces 30 typefaces for punctuation created from the 
new spellings.  
 
Characteristics of typefaces 
The original drawings of these types are known to have been 
made by Baek Hak-Seong. At that time, there were no other 
typefaces that were of so high a degree of completion with 
such balanced spatial constructions of the letters and that 
showed the nature of brush writing so well. In particular, the 
thicknesses of vertical and horizontal lines are uniform to the 
extent that these types can be snugly used in both vertical and 
horizontal combinations. Efforts to place reference lines on the 
right pillars for vertical writing can be seen in the design.  
The initial consonant „ㅋ’ is highly individualistic and double 
consonant letters were designed to half the size of other 
consonant letters. Letters with large numbers of strokes and 
those with small numbers of strokes were spatially well 
distributed. Among medial vowel letters, „ㅏ, ㅑ’ and ㅡ 
were intentionally designed to have long horizontal strokes. 
„ㅜ, ㅠ’ and ㅣ were designed to have long vertical strokes. 
In particular, these typefaces are differentiated from general 
typefaces in that the horizontal stroke „ㅡ’ is horizontally 
extended.   
Figure 6: The number 5 types, Formed by the Square Type  
 
These typefaces were used as the basic data for the original 
drawing designs for the development of horizontal writing 
typefaces for textbooks by the Ministry of Education around 
1954. Thereafter, these types were utilized as samples in the 
development of thin Gothic types. These typefaces were also 
used in the development of the Benton matrix-cutting machine 
and photo-letter composition systems in relation to the Korean 
mechanization project from the 1970s, and are currently being 
used as basic data for the design of original drawings for 
digital typefaces. However, the value of these typefaces in the 
history of Korean printing type is underestimated.  
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